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PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION DILUTION RATIO

631013800 NORTHFORK DISHWASHING LIQUID 2L

For best results add a generous squirt of product to a 
sink of hot water. Before immersing items, scrape off food 
scraps and wipe away excess oils/fats. Let greasy items 

soak for a couple of minutes to let detergent actives work 
on hard-to-shift residues.

631010500 NORTHFORK DISHWASHING LIQUID 1L

631010700 NORTHFORK DISHWASHING LIQUID 5L

631010800 NORTHFORK DISHWASHING LIQUID 15L

631013700 NORTHFORK DISHWASHING LIQUID 1L RETAIL

631019900 NORTHFORK DISHWASHING LIQUID 750ML DECANTING BOTTLE

631020801 NORTHFORK LEMON DETERGENT 15L

631453900
NORTHFORK SUPER CONCENTRATE DISHWASHING LIQUID 
375ML

631031400 NORTHFORK MACHINE DISHWASHING POWDER 5KG Refer to Machine Instructions, use 1/2 to 1 full cup of 
powder depending on machine size and soiling.631031600 NORTHFORK MACHINE DISHWASHING POWDER 10KG

631040700 NORTHFORK MACHINE DISHWASHING LIQUID 5L Use only with correctly fitted and serviced automatic 
chemical dispensers. Rinse food scraps from dishes 

before+loading into dishwasher. Turn soiled surfaces to 
face water jets.631040800 NORTHFORK MACHINE DISHWASHING LIQUID 15L

631060700 NORTHFORK MACHINE RINSE AID 5L Commercial Dishwashers: as a general guide for single 
tank dishwashers, dosage is 0.2-0.4mL of product per litre 

of rinse water. Variations may occur between different 
brands of dishwashers and due to different operating 
temperatures. Refer to the machine operating manual. 
Household Dishwashers: add product directly to the 

dishwasher’s automatic dispensing reservoir.

631060800 NORTHFORK MACHINE RINSE AID 15L

631063900 NORTHFORK MACHINE RINSE AID 375ML

631070400 NORTHFORK SPRAY ON WIPE OFF SURFACE CLEANER 750ML

Spray soiled surface and wipe clean with a cloth 
or sponge. For especially greasy areas or to get full 

antibacterial effect, leave product on surface for at least 
10 seconds before wiping clean. CAUTION: Do not  se on 
polished, varnished or lacquered surfaces. Use with care 
on paintwork and old surfaces. Not intended for use on 

Therapeutic Devices.

631070700 NORTHFORK SPRAY ON WIPE OFF SURFACE CLEANER 5L

631070800 NORTHFORK SPRAY ON WIPE OFF SURFACE CLEANER 15L

631073800 NORTHFORK SPRAY ON WIPE OFF SURFACE CLEANER 2L

631079900
NORTHFORK SPRAY ON WIPE OFF SURFACE CLEANER 750ML 
DECANTING BOTTLE

631080418 NORTHFORK OVEN AND GRILL CLEANER 750ML Cleaning Ovens: preheat oven to 80 deg C (no hotter) 
then turn oven off. Spray oven cleaner directly onto oven 

walls and racks. Close oven door and leave for 10-20 
minutes. Rinse oven by wiping every surface with a wet 

cloth. Before next using oven for cooking preheat for 5-10 
minutes. Cleaning Grills: do not heat grill. Spray product 
onto the cool surface and leave for 10 minutes. Wipe 

grill with a wet cloth and rinse until grill is clean. Cleaning 
Deep Fryers: drain all oil from fryer. Rinse fryer with hot 
water. Spray product onto the fryer and scrub surfaces 
with a hand pad. Rinse surfaces with water and clean 

with a wet cloth.

631080700 NORTHFORK OVEN AND GRILL CLEANER  5L

631080718 NORTHFORK OVEN AND GRILL CLEANER NON CAUSTIC 5L

631080800 NORTHFORK OVEN AND GRILL CLEANER  15L

631089900
NORTHFORK OVEN AND GRILL CLEANER 750ML 
DECANTING BOTTLE

631090700 NORTHFORK FOOD SURFACE SANITISER 5L

General Cleaning:  3mls to 750ml Spray Bottle and 
fill with water. Directions for use: Sanitation of Food 

Preperation Surfaces: Add one capful (17g) of product to 
5 Litres of water. Transfer dilution to spray bottle. Spray 
cleaned surfaces with diluted product and leave to dry. 

The surface should be exposed to the dilution for at least 
60 seconds. No further rinsing of surface is required. 

Sanitation of Eating & Drinking Utensils: add one capful 
(17g) of product to 5 litres of water in a sink or bucket. 

After cleaning and rinsing utensils, immerse in dilution for 
at least 2 minutes. Drain without rinsing and let utensils 

air dry

631099900
NORTHFORK FOOD SURFACE SANITISER 750ML 
DECANTING BOTTLE
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631100700 NORTHFORK LIME AND SCALE REMOVER 5L

Descaling Ware Washing Machines: Fill tank to between 
5cm and 7cm below the overflow. Add 4 litres of product 

and run machine until the scale disappears. Apply full 
strength product directly to areas of the machine where 
spray does not reach. Use an abrasive pad or similar to 

remove heavy scale build-up that is loosened by product. 
Drain tank and refill with fresh water. Run machine for 5 

minutes then drain and refill.  Descaling Urns: Fill urn jacket 
with hot water and add one cupful of product per 5 litres 
of water. Bring to boil and then let stand for 15 minutes. 

Drain urn and rinse thoroughly with fresh water.

631100816 NORTHFORK LIME AND SCALE REMOVER 15L

631110700 NORTHFORK FAT AND GREASE REMOVER 5L

General cleaning: dilute 1 part product in 30 parts hot 
water in a bucket and use a mop, scrubbing brush or 

cloth to wash surfaces. Leave solution on surface for 5 
minutes before rinsing with hot water. For heavy soiling 
dilute 1 part product to 5 parts hot water. To clean soiled 
equipment such as exhaust hood gratings add 2 cups 

of product to a sink-full of hot water. Immerse item for 5 
minutes then agitate and rinse with hot water. Remove 
all food or produce from the area before cleaning. Rinse 

food and produce contacting surfaces with potable water.

631130500 NORTHFORK CREAM CLEANSER 1L Shake well before use. Flip the cap open and squeeze 
onto a damp cloth or sponge or directly onto the surface 
to be cleaned. Wipe clean, then rinse. Use with care on 

polished, varnished or lacquered surfaces and on plastic, 
paintwork or laminates.631134000 NORTHFORK CREAM CLEANSER 500ML

631193438 NORTHFORK DISHWASHING TABLETS BOX 50
Place tablet into machine dispensing resevoir. 

631193538 NORTHFORK DISHWASHING TABLETS BOX 100

631290400 NORTHFORK FRIDGE AND MICROWAVE CLEANER 750ML

Do not dilute. Use in spray bottle. Spray product lightly 
onto fridge or microwave wall and surface. Wipe clean 
with a cloth, applying harder pressure to built up grime 

areas.

632010701 NORTHFORK LEMON DISINFECTANT 5L
General Cleaning: Use 1 cup (250mL) of product in a 

bucket of water (10L). Surface Cleaning: Dilute to 1 part 
product in 10 parts water in a spray bottle or bucket. 

Apply to surfaces, wiping clean with a cloth or sponge. Air 
Freshener: Dilute to desired level of fragrance in a spray 
bottle and mist into air. May be used in hot or cold water 

but for best results use warm water.

632010702 NORTHFORK PINE DISINFECTANT 5L

632010705 NORTHFORK BORONIA DISINFECTANT 5L

632010801 NORTHFORK LEMON DISINFECTANT 15L

632010804 NORTHFORK EUCALYPTUS DISINFECTANT 15L

632010703 NORTHFORK LEMON DISINFECTANT - HOSPITAL GRADE 5L

General Cleaning: Dilute in ratio of 1 in 100. Surface 
Cleaning: Dilute in ratio of 1 in 10 in a spray bottle or 1 in 
40 in a bucket. Apply to surfaces, leave for 10 mins at 

room temperature, wiping clean with cloth or sponge.  Air 
Freshener: Dilute to desired level of fragrance in a spray 
bottle and mist into air. May be used in hot or cold water 

but for best results use warm water.

632020300 NORTHFORK TOILET BOWL CLEANER 500ML

Flush toilet before using product. Squirt product directly 
underneath the toilet rim or along the top of the urinal, 

allowing the product to run down the sides to the bottom 
of the trough/bowl. If heavy staining, leave the product to 
work for a few minutes. Use toilet brush to scrub sides. 
Flush several times to rinse. To remove water stains in 

sinks and bathtubs, simply squirt the product directly onto 
the stain, leave for a few minutes, then scrub with a stiff 

brush and rinse thoroughly with water. 

632020500 NORTHFORK TOILET BOWL AND URINAL CLEANER 1L

632020700 NORTHFORK TOILET BOWL AND URINAL CLEANER 5L

632020800 NORTHFORK TOILET BOWL AND URINAL CLEANER 15L

632023800 NORTHFORK TOILET BOWL CLEANER 2L

632029900 NORTHFORK TOILET BOWL CLEANER DECANT
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632030700 NORTHFORK BATHROOM GEL BLEACH 5L Do not dilute. Squirt product directly onto surface to be 
cleaned or onto a sponge/cloth. Sponge product evenly 
over the surface, leaving the product on the surface for 
10 minutes to kill germs and mould, then rinse surface 

thoroughly with water. To clean tiled floors add ½ cup of 
product to ½ bucket of water (1:40) and wash with mop, 

etc.

632030800 NORTHFORK BATHROOM GEL BLEACH 15L

632039900 NORTHFORK BATHROOM GEL BLEACH DECANT

632041200 NORTHFORK URINAL DEODORANT BLOCKS 4KG
Place in urinals and other toilet areas. For deodorant use 
only. This product is not a disinfectant. Do not use for any 

other purpose.

632070400 NORTHFORK MOULD KILLER 750ML

Do not dilute. Use in spray bottle. Spray product directly 
onto a clean cloth and wipe surface thoroughly. Do not 

rinse for at least 10 minutes to kill germs and mould. 
Rinse or wipe down surface. Discard cloth.

632080400 NORTHFORK GENERAL BATHROOM CLEANER 750ML Do not dilute. Use in spray bottle. Spray product lightly 
onto any hard surface. Use a cloth to wipe the surface 

clean.632083800 NORTHFORK GENERAL BATHROOM CLEANER 2L

632134000 NORTHFORK BATHROOM GEL CLEANER 500ML

Do not dilute. Squirt product directly onto surface to be 
cleaned or onto a sponge/cloth. Sponge product evenly 
over the surface, leaving the product on the surface for 
10 minutes to kill germs and mould, then rinse surface 

thoroughly with water. To clean tiled floors add ½ cup of 
product to ½ bucket of water (1:40) and wash with mop, 

etc.

633012907
NORTHFORK AIR FRESHENER DISINFECTANT CITRUS GROVE 
250ML

Use undiluted. Spray on to surface, leave for 10 seconds 
and wipe clean.633012908

NORTHFORK AIR FRESHENER DISINFECTANT FRESH LINEN 
250ML

633012910 NORTHFORK AIR FRESHENER DISINFECTANT FRUITY 250ML

633020710
NORTHFORK CONCENTRATED DEODORISER 
FRUITY FRAGRANCE 5L

General Cleaning: Use 1 cup of product in a bucket of 
water and apply to surface with mop or cloth/sponge. Do 
not rinse. Surface Cleaning: Dilute to 1 part product in 10 

parts water in a spray bottle or bucket. Apply to surfaces, 
wiping clean with a cloth or sponge. Do not rinse. 

Garbage Waste Areas: Dilute product to 50:50 with water 
in a spray bottle and spray area. May be used in hot or 

cold water but for best results use warm water.

633020712
NORTHFORK CONCENTRATED DEODORISER 
LINEN FRAGRANCE 5L

633020810
NORTHFORK CONCENTRATED DEODORISER 
FRUITY FRAGRANCE 15L

633020811
NORTHFORK CONCENTRATED DEODORISER 
FLORAL FRAGRANCE 15L

633029900 NORTHFORK CONCENTRATED DEODORISER DECANT BOTTLE

633040411 NORTHFORK FLORAL BIN DEODORISER AND SANITISER 750ML
Do not dilute. Use in spray bottle. Spray on surface and 

wall of bin and leave for 10 minutes to dry.

634010400 NORTHFORK WINDOW AND GLASS CLEANER 750ML

Do not dilute. Use in a spray bottle. Spray product lightly 
onto window or glass surface and rub surface with a 

clean, lint free cloth.

634010700 NORTHFORK WINDOW AND GLASS CLEANER 5L

634010800 NORTHFORK WINDOW AND GLASS CLEANER 15L

634013800 NORTHFORK WINDOW AND GLASS CLEANER 2L

634019900 NORTHFORK WINDOW AND GLASS CLEANER DECANT

634020400
NORTHFORK WINDOW AND GLASS CLEANER ALCOHOL FREE 
750ML
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634020700 NORTHFORK NEUTRAL CLEANER 5L

SPRAY & WIPE: Fill spray bottle with product diluted in 
cold water according to soiling. Apply to surface to be 
cleaned. Clean surface with cloth or sponge. Let dry, 
no rinsing required MOP & BUCKET: Fill bucket with 

product diluted in cold water according to soiling. Clean 
floor, mopping up excess solution with tightly wrung 

out mop. Let floor dry thoroughly before burnishing, no 
rinsing required  AUTOMATIC SCRUBBING MACHINES: Fill 
autoscrubber with product diluted in cold water according 

to soiling. Scrub floor with approved pad. Trail mop 
machine turns and edges to pick up cleaning solution left 
by machine. Let floor thoroughly dry before burnishing, no 

rinsing required.

634029900 NORTHFORK NEUTRAL CLEANER 750ML DECANTING BOTTLE

634030700 NORTHFORK FLOOR CLEANER WITH AMMONIA 5L For light soils dilute 1/2 cup of product in a bucket of 
water (10L). Use mop or equivalent to clean floor, sponge 
or cloth to clean other surfaces. For heavier soils dilute 1 
cup of product. For fat splatters, pour a small quantity of 
neat product straight onto the splatter and let chemical 
work before washing as normal. For best results use 

warm water.

634030800 NORTHFORK FLOOR CLEANER WITH AMMONIA 15L

634033800 NORTHFORK FLOOR CLEANER WITH AMMONIA 2L

634040700 NORTHFORK ALL PURPOSE CLEANER ANTIBACTERIAL 5L

General Use: Dilute in ratio of 1:10. Surface Cleaning: Dilute 
in ratio of 1:10 in spray. For Hospital Grade Disinfecting: 

Apply product undiluted around the soiled area (if 
applicable). Soak up using fresh, disposable towelling. 

Discard immediately. Once completed disinfect the 
surface; apply the product neat and liberally on the 
affected area. Leave to dry for 10 minutes. Soak up 
remaining product using fresh, disposable towelling.

634040800 NORTHFORK ALL PURPOSE CLEANER ANTIBACTERIAL 15L

634043800 NORTHFORK ALL PURPOSE CLEANER ANTIBACTERIAL 2L

634049900
NORTHFORK ALL PURPOSE CLEANER ANTIBACTERIAL 750ML 
DECANTING BOTTLE

634081100 NORTHFORK VOMIT CONTROL 3.5KG
Sprinkle over liquid and wait 1-2 minutes. Then scoop up 

onto dustpan or similar and dispose of waste.

634090700 NORTHFORK SANDPIT SANITISER 5L

Remove all toys and other items from sandpit. Dilute 
50ml of cleaner in a plastic 10L watering can with 

sprinkler bar, do NOT use a metal watering can. Evenly 
distribute diluted product across sandpit. Rake through 
with a plastic garden rake, leaving the area to settle for 
a minimum of 12 hours. Note: Job best done on a friday  
afternoon, allowing product to completely dissolve over 

the weekend.

634100700 NORTHFORK LIQUID SUGAR SOAP 5L Use Neat.

634150400 NORTHFORK STONE AND HARD SURFACE SPRAY 750ML
Do not dilute. Use in spray bottle. Spray product lightly 
onto stone or hard sealed surface. Use a cloth to wipe 

the surface clean.

635010300 NORTHFORK LIQUID HAND WASH 500ML Use from dispensers only. For highest level of hygiene 
wash hands as follows: wet hands, and then dispense 
a small quantity of product into the palm of one hand. 

Rubbing hands together, lather the product over all skin 
areas, including webbing between fingers. Rinse hands 

thoroughly with water. Dry with clean towel or equivalent.

635010700 NORTHFORK LIQUID HAND WASH 5L

635010800 NORTHFORK LIQUID HAND WASH 15L

635020300 NORTHFORK LIQUID HAND WASH WITH TEA TREE OIL 500ML
Use from dispensers only. For highest level of hygiene 
wash hands as follows: wet hands, and then dispense 
a small quantity of product into the palm of one hand. 

Rubbing hands together, lather the product over all skin 
areas, including webbing between fingers. Rinse hands 

thoroughly with water. Dry with clean towel or equivalent.

635020700 NORTHFORK LIQUID HAND WASH WITH TEA TREE OIL 5L

635020800 NORTHFORK LIQUID HAND WASH WITH TEA TREE OIL 15L
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635019226
NORTHFORK STARTER PACK 
PEARL BLUE 0.4ML

Use from dispensers only. For highest level of hygiene 
wash hands as follows: wet hands, and then dispense 
a small quantity of product into the palm of one hand. 

Rubbing hands together, lather the product over all skin 
areas, including webbing between fingers. Rinse hands 

thoroughly with water. Dry with clean towel or equivalent.

635019600 NORTHFORK LIQUID HAND WASH 0.4ML

635030700
NORTHFORK HAND AND BODY WASH 
PEARL WHITE 5L

635039624
NORTHFORK HAND AND BODY WASH 
PEARL WHITE 0.4ML

635058529
NORTHFORK AUTO DISPENSER SILVER SUITS 0. 1L 0.4ML 
CARTRIDGES

635060722
NORTHFORK LIQUID HAND WASH 
PEARL BLUE 5L

635069626
NORTHFORK LIQUID HAND WASH 
PEARL BLUE 0.4ML

635070313
NORTHFORK LIQUID HAND WASH 
ORANGE FRAGRANCE 500ML

635070713
NORTHFORK FOAMING HAND WASH 
ORANGE ANTIBACTERIAL 5L

635079613
NORTHFORK FOAMING HAND WASH 
ORANGE ANTIBACTERIAL 0.4ML

635080700
NORTHFORK LIQUID HAND WASH 
ANTIBACTERIAL 5L

635119227 NORTHFORK STARTER PACK FOAMING HAND WASH 0.4ML

635119600
NORTHFORK FOAMING HAND WASH 
GUEST 0.4ML

635129800
NORTHFORK UNIVERSAL DISPENSER SUITS 0.8M 1L 0.4ML 
CARTRIDGES

635162943
NORTHFORK LIQUID HAND WASH 
ALOE AND CHAMOMILE 250ML

635162944
NORTHFORK LIQUID HAND WASH
 GUAVA PAPAYA AND 
CUCUMBER 250ML

635162947
NORTHFORK LIQUID HAND WASH 
ALMOND AND EUCALYPTUS 250ML

635162948
NORTHFORK LIQUID HAND WASH 
LAVENDER AND ROSEHIP 250ML

635163843
NORTHFORK LIQUID HAND WASH 
ALOE AND CHAMOMILE 2L

635163844
NORTHFORK LIQUID HAND WASH GUAVA 
PAPAYA AND 
CUCUMBER 2L
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637050700 NORTHFORK HEAVY DUTY DEGREASER 5L
For lightly soiled areas use 1 part product in 50 parts 

water. For heavily soiled areas use 1 part product in 20 
parts water. When using high pressure washer use 1 part 
product in 100-160 parts water. Caution:  product is not 
suitable for use with oil separation tanks or equivalent 

equipment.
637050800 NORTHFORK HEAVY DUTY DEGREASER 15L

637071015 NORTHFORK CITRUS HAND WASH WITH SCRUBBER 450GM Apply a small amount of product to soiled hands and 
rub well to dislodge and emulsify ingrained soil. Product 
can then be removed with water or simply wiping hands 

clean with an absorbent cloth if water is not available. 
Caution: Avoid cleaning areas of skin with cuts or 

abrasions. The scrubber may cause irritation and slow 
healing.

637071100 NORTHFORK GRIT IN A BOX 3.5KG

637071315 NORTHFORK CITRUS HAND WASH WITH SCRUBBER 4.5KG

637120700 NORTHFORK BEERMASTER MACHINE GLASS WASH 5L
Follow glass washing machine manufacturer´s operating 

instructions.

637130300
NORTHFORK NATURES ORANGE PUMICE HAND CLEANER 
500ML

Apply a small amount of product to soiled hands and 
rub well to dislodge and emulsify ingrained soil. Product 
can then be removed with water or simply wiping hands 

clean with an absorbent cloth if water is not available. 
Caution: Avoid cleaning areas of skin with cuts or 

abrasions. The scrubber may cause irritation and slow 
healing.

637130700 NORTHFORK NATURES ORANGE PUMICE HAND CLEANER 5L

637130800 NORTHFORK NATURES ORANGE PUMICE HAND CLEANER 15L

638010500 NORTHFORK GECA DISHWASHING LIQUID 1L For best results add a generous squirt of product to a 
sink of hot water. Before immersing items, scrape off food 
scraps and wipe away excess oils/fats. Let greasy items 

soak for a couple of minutes to let detergent actives work 
on hard-to-shift residues.638010700 NORTHFORK GECA DISHWASHING LIQUID 5L

638020700 NORTHFORK GECA NEUTRAL CLEANER 5L
SPRAY & WIPE: fill spray bottle with product diluted in 
cold water according to soiling. Apply to surface to be 
cleaned. Clean surface with cloth or sponge. Let dry. 

MOP & BUCKET: fill bucket with product diluted in cold 
water according to soiling. Clean floor, mopping up 

excess solution with tightly wrung out mop. Let floor dry 
thoroughly before burnishing. AUTOMATIC SCRUBBING 
MACHINES: fill autoscrubber with product diluted in cold 

water according to soiling. Scrub floor with approved pad. 
Trail mop machine turns and edges to pick up cleaning 
solution left by machine. Let floor thoroughly dry before 

burnishing.

638029900
NORTHFORK GECA NEUTRAL CLEANER 750ML DECANTING 
BOTTLE

638030400
NORTHFORK GECA SPRAY ON WIPE OFF SURFACE CLEANER 
750ML Do not dilute. Use in a spray bottle. Spray surface and 

wipe with a clean cloth. For especially greasy areas or 
to get full effect, leave product on surface for at least 10 

seconds before wiping clean.
638030700 NORTHFORK GECA SPRAY ON WIPE OFF SURFACE CLEANER 5L

638049600 NORTHFORK GECA FOAMING HAND WASH 0.4ML

Use from dispensers only. For highest level of hygiene 
wash hands as follows: wet hands, and then dispense 
a small quantity of product into the palm of one hand. 

Rubbing hands together, lather the product over all skin 
areas, including webbing between fingers. Rinse hands 

thoroughly with water. Dry with clean towel or equivalent.

638060700 NORTHFORK GECA TOTAL BATHROOM CLEANER 5L

Do not dilute. Squirt product directly onto surface to be 
cleaned or onto a sponge/cloth. Sponge product evenly 
over the surface, leaving the product on the surface for 
10 minutes to kill germs and mould, then rinse surface 
thoroughly with water. To clean tiled floors add 1/2 cup 
of product to ½ bucket of water (1:40) and wash with 

mop,etc.
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638080400 NORTHFORK GECA WINDOW AND GLASS CLEANER 750ML Do not dilute. Use in a spray bottle. Spray product lightly 
onto window or glass surface and rub surface with a 

clean, lint free cloth.638080700 NORTHFORK GECA WINDOW AND GLASS CLEANER 5L

638090500 NORTHFORK GECA TOILET BOWL AND URINAL CLEANER 1L

Flush toilet before using product. Squirt product directly 
underneath the toilet rim or along the top of the urinal, 

allowing the product to run down the sides to the bottom 
of the trough/bowl. If heavy staining, leave the product to 
work for a few minutes. Use toilet brush to scrub sides. 
Flush several times to rinse. To remove water stains in 

sinks and bathtubs, simply squirt the product directly onto 
the stain, leave for a few minutes, then scrub with a stiff 

brush and rinse thoroughly with water. 

638090700 NORTHFORK GECA TOILET BOWL AND URINAL CLEANER 5L

638100701 NORTHFORK GECA LEMON SANITISER 5L
General Cleaning: use ½ a cup of product in a bucket of 
water. For best results use warm water. Sanitising: dilute 1 
part product in 10 parts water in a spray bottle or bucket. 
Apply to surfaces, wiping clean with a cloth or sponge. 
Deodorising: dilute 50/50, or as desired, of product and 
water in a 750mL spray bottle and mist into air. May be 

used in hot or cold water.

638100702 NORTHFORK GECA PINE SANITISER 5L

638100801 NORTHFORK GECA LEMON SANITISER 15L

638100802 NORTHFORK GECA PINE SANITISER 15L

638120700 NORTHFORK GECA CONCENTRATED DEGREASER CLEANER 5L For lightly soiled areas use 1 part product in 50 parts 
water. For heavily soiled areas use 1 part product in 20 

parts water. When using high pressure washer use 1 part 
product in 100-160 parts water.638120800 NORTHFORK GECA CONCENTRATED DEGREASER CLEANER 15L

638130300 NORTHFORK GECA LIQUID HAND WASH ANTIBACTERIAL 500ML Use from dispensers only. For highest level of hygiene 
wash hands as follows: wet hands, and then dispense 
a small quantity of product into the palm of one hand. 

Rubbing hands together, lather the product over all skin 
areas, including webbing between fingers. Rinse hands 

thoroughly with water. Dry with clean towel or equivalent.

638130700 NORTHFORK GECA LIQUID HAND WASH ANTIBACTERIAL 5L

638139600 NORTHFORK GECA LIQUID HAND WASH ANTIBACTERIAL 0.4ML

638141532 NORTHFORK GECA LAUNDRY POWDER PHOSPHATE FREE 9KG
Front & Top Loader: Normal Load - 1 SCOOP. Large Loads 

or Hard Water - 1½  Scoops.

638160733 NORTHFORK GECA DEODORISER SANITISER RAINFOREST 5L
General Cleaning: use ½ a cup of product in a bucket of 
water. For best results use warm water. Sanitising: dilute 1 
part product in 10 parts water in a spray bottle or bucket. 
Apply to surfaces, wiping clean with a cloth or sponge. 
Deodorising: dilute 50/50, or as desired, of product and 
water in a 750mL spray bottle and mist into air. May be 

used in hot or cold water.
638160833 NORTHFORK GECA DEODORISER SANITISER RAINFOREST 15L

638170313
NORTHFORK GECA NATURES ORANGE PUMICE HAND CLEANER 
500ML Apply a small amount of product to soiled hands and 

rub well to dislodge and emulsify ingrained soil. Product 
can then be removed with water or simply wiping hands 

clean with an absorbent cloth if water is not available. 
Caution: Avoid cleaning areas of skin with cuts or 

abrasions. The scrubber may cause irritation and slow 
healing.

638170713
NORTHFORK GECA NATURES ORANGE PUMICE HAND CLEANER 
5L

638170813
NORTHFORK GECA NATURES ORANGE PUMICE HAND CLEANER 
15L

638180300 NORTHFROK GECA HAND SANITISER 500MLX12

Simply pump a small amount of Instant Hand Sanitising 
Gel into the palm of one hand. Briskly rub hands together 
until dry, ensuring all areas of hands are covered. If hands 

are heavily soiled, wash first with soap or equivalent 
product before using this product. 
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